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Captain Samantha Dorsey and her crew are on a mission, a mission to complete a Galactic

Scavenger Hunt and claim the prize money. Flying around space for a year collecting their items,

they only have one thing left to get - a primitive wild beast. Drunk and feeling like some fun, Sam

and her crew fly to Qurilixen to finish their collection by snagging a white tiger. Only the next

morning, severely hung over, Captain Sam realizes that they got more beast than they bargained

for. They kidnapped a warrior Prince. Prince Falke, Commander of the Var Armies, is a man raised

to fight. Out of all the Var Princes, he alone must be the hardest. When the beautifully frustrating

female captain kidnaps him, no one knows where to come looking. Now it's up to Falke to use all his

training, and powers of seduction, to find his way back home.
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This is the third book in the Lords of Var series. It's a fun story about how an accidental kidnapping

turns into a love worth while.Samantha Dorsey is the captain of the Bound Virgin. She is half human

and half Ticaron which are healers. Sam and her crew of misfits are trying to win a scavenger hunt.

They have all but one item on the list in which the judging will be taking place very soon. The last

item on their list is a wild beast from a primitive planet. They just happen to be flying by the planet

on Qurilixen and decide, in their very drunken state, that that is where they will find their wild beast.

Little does she know that she is capturing more than just a wild beast.Prince Falke is the

Commander of the Var Armies. Falke is half Var and half Roane which are a race that feel deeply

but never show it. With the recently peace treaty with the Draig, he is feeling a bit lost. Falke is still



healing from being captured and tortured by the Var Lord Myrddin. His way of getting away and

trying to gain his strength back is by running in the forest in his Var form which is a white tiger. While

running, he comes across two naked men and a woman. They are all clearly very intoxicated and

appear to be up to something. Falke jumps out at Sam and is shot with tranq darts. He finds himself

in a cage on a ship when he finally wakes up.Sam is confused about what to do with Falke once she

wakes up from her drunken sleep and find a man instead of the wild beast she vaguely remembers

capturing. She is very attracted to Falke but is hesitant to start anything with him. Falke has no

trouble starting something with her once he uses one of the tranq darts on Sam so he can get out of

the cage. The first time they are together, Sam unknowingly heals Falke.
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